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ABSTRACT  

Dr. Ambedkar was an unprecedented nationalist, social 
genius, political reformer, philosophical writer with dynamic 
considerations. He spoke to all political, social and social exercises 
which extended the clarification of human headway and fulfillment. 
He was the soul for the constitution of India. He lobbied for the 
headway of the mishandled and debilitated classes. He stood 
unprecedented crusading soul, removing in this strategy expect huge 
employment for himself between the fundamental designers of 
current India. In this methodology, Dr. Ambedkar rises not similarly as 
a Valliant upholder of the Indian impartial republic, yet too gets the 
remarkably obvious spot in the Indian Pantheon as an interesting 
academic mass pioneer who mixed the social still, little voice of 
contemporary India. Dr. Ambedkar was an extraordinary patriot, 
social scholar, political reformer, philosophical author with reformist 
thoughts. He represented all political, social and social activities 
which expanded the explanation of human turn of events and bliss. 
He was the spirit for the constitution of India. He campaigned for the 
improvement of the abused and discouraged classes. He stood 
uncommon crusading soul, cutting out in this methodology assumes 
significant function for himself between the main designers of current 
India. In this cycle, Dr. Ambedkar rises not just as a Valliant upholder 
of the Indian equitable republic, yet too catches the extraordinarily 
unmistakable spot in the Indian Pantheon as an uncommon scholarly 
mass pioneer who stirred the social inner voice of contemporary 
India 
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INTRODUCTION:  
Dr B. R. Ambedkar 

(Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar) 
unmistakably known as 
Babasaheb was considered in 
supposed inaccessible station 
gathering of Mahar. However, for 
him this was not the shackle to 
reach at top. He transformed into 
a staggering educator, speaker, 
realist, pioneer and earned much 
more trees of this sort. Similarly 
he was first from his remaining to 
get school guidance in India, as 
untouchables were not allowed 
to get preparing, they were not 
allowed to adore in asylums, they 
were not allowed to drink water 
from the source that was used by 
upper station people, etc. So 
even while packing in school he 
had faced each and every such 
isolation. In any case, with a 
veritable soul of a warrior in the 
wake of completing his 
examinations in India, he went to 
London School of Economics for 
additional assessments and 
transformed into an unbelievable 
lawful instructor. He is a certified  
instance of a free man who 
locked in against all the odds to 
achieve his goal. Close to his end 
he got Buddhism for shrewdness, 
moral quality and to guarantee 
mankind. Furthermore he found 
that Mahar people were truly 
Buddhist who wouldn't give up 
Buddhism at one purpose of 
time. Thusly, they needed to live  
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external the town and with time they transformed into a removed station. He moreover created a book 
named – 'The Buddha and His Dhamma'. .  

He was picked as a first law minister of self-ruling India and assigned as a Chairman of the 
Constitution Drafting Committee. His activity was to create another Constitution for India. By making sure to 
procure balance society he did extraordinary for untouchables. For this, chance of religion was described the 
Constitution. He made the course of action of reservation by recalling inaccessible and their condition in that 
India. He worked for the improvement of the status of women in India. Not only was this, anyway 
improvement of the Reserve Bank of India in 1934 moreover reliant on the musings of Babasahed that he 
had shown to the Hilton Young Commission. He was a readied budgetary master of his time and even 
formed very instructed books on monetary issues. Amartya Sen who is a Nobel Prize victor in money related 
issues had said that Ambedkar is his father in monetary issues. Dr B. R. Ambedkar was actually an engineer 
of a nation and an overall pioneer as opposed to just a Dalit pioneer. He is the individual who had given the 
guidelines of social value. Babasahed is one of the people who had manufactured India in her basic days. 
They struggled to free India and a short time later endeavored to amass India they had consistently needed. 
To remember this unbelievable man, Ambedkar Jayanti is lauded the entire route the country over especially 
by the individual who tail him. Today India needs more critical pioneers like him to fight and stay ahead at 
overall level. 
 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 
1. To know the progressive work of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar as the social reformer of current India.  
2. To feature his part against casteism and for human pride in India.  
3. To evaluate his Contribution as country manufacturer, a planner of Indian constitution and as a famous 
business analyst and educationist to Modern India 
 
DR. AMBEDKAR AS A SOCIAL REFORMER  

Dr. Ambedkar had confidence in serene strategies for social change. He was upheld to protected 
lines in the developmental cycle of social change. He thought the elements like peace which are crucial for 
public activity. It additionally endeavors to continue foundations that will improve „social order‟. He was 
inverse to the forceful technique in mutual change for it impediment the levelheadedness and make bedlam. 
He had no confidence in political agitation techniques. A government assistance condition of all can't be 
created on the grounds of dread, power and merciless strategies. As per him fierce technique to a quiet 
culture isn't just improper however excessively silly and shameless. He was a genuine Renaissance man, an 
individual who dominated in various territories of request. Despite the fact that he was loathed by 
traditional Hindus and marked as a demolisher of Hinduism, antiquarians currently understand the critical 
job Dr. Ambedkar played in perceiving Hindu society. A long way from being a double crosser, he assumed a 
significant function in rejuvenating Hinduism, resuscitating it by testing all that was treacherous and out of 
line inside it. Truth be told, he achieved a renaissance of Hinduism by inciting the Hindus to reevaluate a 
portion of the fundamental precepts of their religion. 

Dr. Ambedkar had an incredible confidence in social reformers to make popular supposition for 
against of the gross disparities in the general public. He asked them to establish associations to manage dire 
instances of separation. The associations should bargain the incredible segment of society to allow to the 
mistreated and discouraged classes to work in various parts. The Hindu society should give a space to 
discouraged segments by utilizing them in their different segments fit to the limits of candidates. As 
indicated by him, social change and social equity are for sure basic to the libertarianism that any popular 
government must yearn it. As a social democrat Dr. Ambedkar stressed on an a lot more extensive 
perspective on consistent remaking of nation with thorough development and social mix in the Nation 
without position segregation. As the significant designer of the Indian constitution, Dr. Ambedkar built the 
protections for setting up a more evenhanded society to a large number of persecuted and discouraged 
classes. He was unequivocally accepted that political organizations were answerable for transforming the 
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current social foundations by utilizing administrative power to yield the outcomes. Political organizations will 
endure just when they effectively work for social reorganization. 
 
DR. AMBEDKAR AS AN EDUCATIONIST 
  Dr. Ambedkar thought about training as an incredible instrument for raising the general status of the 
discouraged and denied classes. He thought, It is instruction that outfits moral armory for any social 
development, the more training the more the odds for progress. In his battle for the freedom of the Dalits 
from the Hindu social subjugation, Ambedkar had the correct awareness of the job that training needs to 
play. He wanted the height of the discouraged classes to be the obligation of the edified individuals in the 
nation. Accordingly he built up a chain of schools universities and lodgings under the shield of the People's 
Education Society which he had established in 1945. His accentuation, notwithstanding, doesn't lay just on 
scholarly training. He had understood the significance of mass instruction. As needs be he considered 
instruction as a way to make the Dalits mindful of their social real factors and to create in them mental 
fortitude and duty to battle casteism. He distributed four periodicals specifically 'Mooknayak' (1920), 
'Bahishkrit Bharat' (1927), 'Samatha' (1929) and 'Janata' (1930). He urged his devotees that 'it is shameful to 
live at the expense of one's dignity and it is out of hard and 4 interminable battle alone one determines 
quality, certainty and acknowledgment . His profession as instructor, head and individual from authoritative 
empowered him to get understanding into the scholastic and managerial issues of advanced education, it 
additionally gave him rich experience and information on the complexities of instructive concerns. He 
encouraged the educators and the informed guardians to address the prerequisites and difficulties of the 
cutting edge world and approached them to work for teaching of reasonable reasoning and logical temper 
among the majority all in all and the youthful age specifically. To him, instruction is the main right weapon to 
chop down social servitude. It will illuminate the dalits to accomplish raised societal position, financial 
advancement and human and political rights. It would upgrade suspension of the well established qualities 
and would teach the qualities required for a pluralist society. It is out of this conviction that he made 'teach' 
the main expression of his motto "Instruct, Agitate, Organize".  
 
DR. B. R. AMBEDKAR AS AN EMANCIPATOR OF THE DALITS  
 Dr. Ambedkar devoted his life for the elevating of Dalits. He was against the hypothesis of standing 
based predominance and social segregation. He cleared a way for lawful rights to establish the laws 
regarding progress of dalits which could decidedly change their lives Dr. Ambedkar consistently indicated his 
supporters, through the manner in which he carried on with his own life, that instruction and difficult work 
alone held the way in to their freedom. The untouchables had been a debilitated, powerless gathering of 
individuals, however Ambedkar instructed them to quit trusting that assist will with originating from an 
external perspective and to depend upon themselves. The thought was a progressive one for a people who 
had consistently been informed that their general situation was predetermined and that they had no power 
over it Dr. Ambedkar stated, "You can change your parcel, however don't rush to sanctuaries seeking after 
equity to come to you in paradise. There is equity to be found on earth on the off chance that you can battle 
for it. This thought gave them another fortitude and a feeling of sense of pride that they had never known. 
The Ambedkar sculpture was a symbol for discouraged and persecuted classes social equality. His stance, 
Constitution in his grasp and indicating another way for many discouraged individuals to current society 
were images in the new period. 
 
AMBEDKAR AS AN EMINENT ECONOMIST  

Dr. Ambedkar work in financial aspects is essential. His perspectives manages public account and 
agribusiness are milestone in the financial aspects. Prof. A. K. Sen has likewise stated, "Ambedkar is my 
Father in Economics. He is authentic commended boss of the burdened. He merit extra than what he has 
accomplish today. His commitment in the field of financial matters is astonishing and will be recalled 
forever..!"Ambedkar stated, „Economy‟ in open use doesn't just mean a low degree of public spending, yet 
it is the shrewd utilization of accounts with the goal that each paisa gets the most advantage. Those 
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accountable for public supports must endeavor to assess elective strategies for accomplishing the 
destinations and make sure that spillages don't happen. Ambedkar‟s duty was interior solidness and he was 
persuaded that solitary a programmed framework dependent on highest quality level with gold cash could 
accomplish this attractive end. He was of view that legislatures ought to spend the assets gathered from the 
public according to rules, laws and guidelines, yet in addition to see that "devotion, astuteness and 
economy". Overruling in a discussion in the Bombay Legislative Council on October 10, 1927, Dr. Ambedkar 
contended that the answer for the agrarian inquiry "lies not in expanding the size of homesteads, yet in 
having concentrated development that is utilizing extra capital and more work on the ranches, for example, 
we have." Further on, he says: "The better strategy is to start helpful horticulture and to force proprietor of 
small deck to participate in development." Thus Ambedkar thought on open Finance and agribusiness has 
fundamental pertinence and still appropriate in current circumstance of India. 
 
DR. AMBEDKAR AS A NATION BUILDER  

He was out spoken about his thoughts of country building. He had extraordinary prescience and his 
admonitions about the eventual fate of India ring so obvious today. In a discourse before the constituent get 
together he advised his kindred officials against the utilization of non-sacred techniques for fight, for 
example, common noncompliance and Satyagraha, since they were basically an anarchic in nature. He 
energized against the Indian propensity to participate in saint love. He was worried about the possibility that 
that the individuals of India would lay their freedom at the feet of somebody they revered or depend them 
with unprecedented boundless forces. He additionally underlined the significance of making a political 
majority rule government, yet in addition a social and financial one. His PhD proposal was enlivened to set 
up for the Finance Commission of India and his works helped a great deal in surrounding rules for the RBI Act 
1934.He was one of the organizers of Employment Exchanges in our nation. He assumed a crucial function in 
foundation of the National Power Grid System, Central Water Irrigation, Navigation Commission, Damodar 
valley venture, Hirakud undertaking and Sone stream venture. 
 
ANNIHILATION OF CASTE- NOTIONAL CHANGE 

 Ambedkar was completely persuaded that except if a casteless and uncouth society is made there 
will be no advancement in India. This requires a social recreation and Ambedkar was clear about the way to 
achieve this change. Ambedkar took up the reproduction of Indian culture on the establishments of popular 
government as a 'method of related living.' He attested that Democracy, appropriately comprehended and 
applied would just be the panacea and started his public life in1916 on this reason. Contrasting with the 
Congress and other 'Patriots', he announced that social unrest must go before political insurgency to 
guarantee that each resident appreciate the advantages of political opportunity." 
 
DR. AMBEDKAR AS AN ARCHITECT TO INDIAN CONSTITUTION 

Dr. Ambedkar‟s drafting of the Indian Constitution has encouraged the annulment of distance and 
the disallowance of all types of separations dependent on sex, religion, station and so forth. Attributable to 
the whole extraordinary contributions, Dr B.R. Ambedkar can be really entitled as the Principal modeler of 
the Indian Constitution. Notwithstanding, it is an unquestionable truth that Dr Ambedkar‟s vision of the 
development of a popularity based social game plan actually stays unfulfilled. Different nations everywhere 
on the world have followed the Indian Constitution. parliamentary framework In England than the 
Presidential System in America. Dr. Ambedkar portrayed the function of President as "He is the top of the 
state however not the chief. He speaks to country however doesn't lead the country. He is the image of the 
country. His place in the organization is that of a formal gadget on a seal by which the nation‟s choices are 
made known. The leader of the Indian association will be commonly limited by the exhortation of the 
Ministers. He can do nothing in opposition to their recommendation nor would he be able to do anything 
without their recommendation". 
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History produces scarcely any individuals who leave such a permanent blemish on the general public 
that their life comes to be viewed as an analogy for freedom, as a symbol for progress and change. One such 
individual who was an uncommon blend of massive information, remarkable political ability and a steady 
promise to social change, was Dr BR Ambedkar. Prepared as a financial analyst and a legal advisor, he is 
credited to be the key ideologue of establishments that structure the foundation of India, of organizations, 
for example, The Reserve Bank of India (which depended on the thoughts that he introduced to the Hilton 
Young Commission), and of nothing not as much as building of this country - the Constitution of India - the 
drafting board of which he led.  

 
AMBEDKAR’S ACTIONS FOR SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION:  

Dr.Ambedkar in his grand scheme of reconstruction of Indian society, fought for rights of 
representation as democratic rights. Basing on the prorata of population, he reasoned that all sections of the 
society including women should get rights of representation spheres of education, employment, agriculture, 
industry, bureaucracy and governance of this country. Branding that the Brahmanical society is based on 
Culture of Reservations- keeping education, rule and economy reserved 100% for the Brahmanical castes 
and relegating the Bahujans to service, he wanted to usher in Democratic society based on the Culture of 
Representations. His memoranda to the Southborough Committee, Montague-Chemsfeld committee, 
Muddiman Committee and his arguments in Round Table Conferences are based on the rights of 
representation as democratic rights. 
 
CONCLUSION 

In this procedure, Dr. Ambedkar rises not just as a Valliant upholder of the Indian equitable republic, 
yet too catches the extraordinarily unmistakable spot in the Indian Pantheon as an unordinary scholarly 
mass pioneer who stirred the social still, small voice of contemporary India. In this process, Dr. Ambedkar 
emerges not only as a Valliant upholder of the Indian democratic republic, but too captures the 
outstandingly distinctive place in the Indian Pantheon as an unusual intellectual mass leader who awakened 
the social conscience of contemporary India . To know the revolutionary work of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar as the 
social reformer of modern India. Dr. Ambedkar had a great faith in social reformers to create public opinion 
for against of the gross inequalities in the society. Dr. Ambedkar‟s drafting of the Indian Constitution has 
facilitated the abolition of untouchability and the prohibition of all forms of discriminations based on sex, 
religion, caste etc. Owing to the entire exceptional offerings, Dr B.R. Ambedkar can be truly entitled as the 
Principal architect of the Indian Constitution. 
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